Dear Parents,

Welcome to First Grade! Summer is just beginning, but before it is half over the inevitable question will be asked, “Can we get our school supplies?” We hope this letter will guide you as you head to the store. Below is the list of supplies needed for First Grade.

- Backpack (no wheels)
- Labeled smock (mom or dad’s old -shirts work well)
- 3 packs of crayons
- 2 packs of colored pencils
- 2 dozen sharpened pencils
- Washable markers
- 1 primary composition journal with primary ruled lines and blank space for drawing
- 1 primary composition notebook with ruled lines only
- 1 regular composition notebook
- 3 plastic folders (different colors)
- 1 Highlighter
- Labeled plastic pencil box
- 1 pair of kid scissors
- 1 pack of glue sticks (4 or 8 pack)
- Headphones (labeled with child’s name)
- 1 pack of chisel tip expo dry erase markers (4 pack)
- 1 container of Lysol wipes
- 2 box of tissues

We hope this list helps you shop. Have a great summer!
We’ll see you in September!

Sincerely,
The First Grade Teachers